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Approximate Nearest Neighbour Search

Embedding

The distance is approximated

Linear search
Compact codes
Efficient evaluation of the (approx) distance

LSH binarization
Product Quantization
min-Hash

Partitioning

Distance evaluated only over a fraction of 
the data vectors 

Sub-linear search
Large memory requirements
Distance evaluated on raw data (more 
memory or disk access)

LSH partitioning
k-d trees



Partitioning
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LSH – partitioning technique
 General idea:

► Define m hash functions in parallel 
► Each vector: associated with m distinct hash keys
► Each hash key is associated with a hash table

 At query time: 
► Compute the hash keys associated with the query
► For each hash function, retrieve all the database vectors 

assigned to the same key (for this hash function)
► Compute the exact distance on this short-list
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Hash functions
 Typical choice: use random projections

 Why not directly using a structured quantizer?
► Vector quantizers: better compression performance than scalar 

ones

 Structured vector quantizer: Lattice quantizers [Andoni 06]
► Hexagonal (d=2), E8 (d=8), Leech (d=24)

► Lack of adaptation to the data
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Alternative hash functions – Learned
 Any hash function can be used in LSH/partitioning

► Just need a set of functions
► Therefore, could be learned on sample examples  

 In particular: k-means, Hierarchical k-means, KD-trees

 Better data adaptation than with structured quantizers

From [Pauleve 10]
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Hashing:
Fixed projections 

or lattices

Hashing -
learned 

(unsupervised) 

Alternative hash functions – Learned
 Example of search:  quality for a single hash function

 Bag-of-words: k-means hashing!
 HKM: loss compared with k-means [Nister 06,Pauleve 10]
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Multi-probe LSH [Lv 07]

 Multiple hash functions use a lot of memory
► Per vector and per hash table: at least an id

 Multi-probe LSH [Lv 07]: Use less hash functions (possibly 1)
► Probe several (closest) cells per hash function
 save a lot of memory

► Similar to multiple/soft-assignment with BOW [J. 07, Philbin 08]

 See also: [Pauleve 10]
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Partitioning by ANN

kd-tree depth 2
visiting two best bins

A

C

D

B

In this area only B and C are visited,
while the closest is D
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FLANN
 ANN package described in Muja’s VISAPP paper [Muja 09]

► Multiple kd-tree or k-means tree
► With auto-tuning  under given constraints 

Remark: self-tuned LSH proposed in [Dong 08, Slaney 12]

 Excellent package: high integration quality and interface!
 Still high memory requirement for large vector sets 

 See http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~mariusm/index.php/FLANN/FLANN

http://www.cs.ubc.ca/%7Emariusm/index.php/FLANN/FLANN
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Issue for large scale: final verification

 For this second (“re-ranking”) stage, we need raw descriptors, i.e., 
► either huge amount of memory → 128GB for 1 billion SIFTs
► either to perform disk accesses → severely impacts efficiency
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Issue for large scale: final verification

 Some techniques –like BOW– keep all vectors (no verification)

 Better: use very short codes for the filtering stage
► See later in this presentation

NOT ON A 
LARGE 
SCALE



Embedding
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LSH for binarization

 Idea: design/learn a function mapping the original space into the 
compact Hamming space: 

 Objective: neighborhood in the Hamming space try to reflect original 
neighborhood

 Advantages: compact descriptor, fast distance computation
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 Given L random projection directions wi

 For a given vector x, compute a bit for each direction, as

 Property: For two normalized vectors x and y:

 The Hamming distance is related in expectation to the angle as

Locality Sensitive Hashing (LSH)
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00

[Charikar 02]



Random Projections
(Separation by a Random Hyperplane)

r

x

y

h(x) = sign(rT x)

r uniformly distributed 
on a unit hypersphere

P[h(x) = h(y)] = 1 - / π

[Goemans and Williamson 1995, Charikar 2004]

multiple hash function give a binary 
descriptor – Hamming distance



Product Quantization
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search ≈ distance estimation
 x is a query vector, database vector y quantized to q(y)

 How to design     ? 
► quantization should be fast enough
► quantization is precise, i.e., many different possible indexes (ex: 

264)

 Regular k-means is not appropriate: not for k=264 centroids

The error on square distances is 
statistically 

bounded by the quantization error
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Product quantizer
 Vector split into m subvectors:
 Subvectors are quantized separately
 Toy example: y = 8-dim vector split into 4 subvectors of dimension 2

 In practice: 8 bits/subquantizer (256 centroids)
► SIFT: m=4-16 
► VLAD/Fisher: 16-128 bytes per indexed vector

84=4,096 centroids 
induced

for a quantization cost 
equal to that of 8 centroids

3 bits

y1: 2 components

q2 q3 q4

q1(y1) q2(y2) q3(y3) q4(y4)

q1
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PQ: distance computation
 Estimate distances

in the compressed domain
 To compute distances between query     and many codes:

I-

Stored in look-up tables 
computed per query 
descriptor

Precompute all distances 
between query subvectors
and centroids:
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PQ: distance computation
 Estimate distances 

in the compressed domain
 To compute distances between query     and many codes:

I-

II- For each database vector: sum the elementary square distances
► m-1 additions per distance

Stored in look-up tables 
computed per query 
descriptor

Precompute all distances 
between query subvectors
and centroids:

+
+

+
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IVFADC: integration with coarse partitioning 
 PQ computes a distance estimate per database vector

 To improve scalability: combine distance estimation with a more 
traditional indexing structure
→  avoid exhaustive search

Example timing: 3.5 ms per vector 
for a search in 2 billion vectors
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Polysemous codes

• Given a k-means quantizer
• Learn a permutation: such that the binary comparison 

reflects centroid distances
• Done for each subquantizer
• Optimized with simulated annealing

[Polysemous codes, Douze, J., Perronnin, ECCV'16]
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FAISS package

Jeff Johnson, Matthijs Douze,  Herve Jegou: Billion scale similarity search with GPUs



Approximate Nearest Neighbour
(a biref into)

Ondrej Chum

slide credits: Herve Jegou, Yannis Avrithis
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